
Le Mans - Race Report 1: 

 
24 Heures du Mans requires more preparation than any other race event in the world.  All 
endurance races require cars and drivers to be on site several days in advance for both practice and 
qualifying, especially mandatory night laps for all., time for an engine changes, new carbon fiber 
brakes, uprights, almost everything on the front of the car.  Dutifully arrived a few minutes away by 
King Air on Sunday night only to learn Brendon Hartley, grinding his way forward in Grand Am races 
with an amateur driver who isn't making much forward progress judging by the brevity of his stints 
and the amount of crash damage this season, was still in Ohio due to a passport malfunction.  No 
matter how desperate, charming or famous you are as a driver, at passport control you're just a 
number and you better have yours on hand, so Brendon had to get to the team truck driver who was 
already two and a half hours down the highway southwards from Mid Ohio to Florida, bum a car and 
drive the 2.5 hours to retrieve his passport stored safely in his helmet bag.  Obviously missed his 
flight, rescheduled and headed to Paris only to confront the violent hail, wind and rain storm we 
were waking to on Monday morning at Le Mans.  Diverted to Belgium, flew back to Paris and took 
the train to Le Mans. Pre-race, let the heavens open wide, say I, let the roiling black clouds bring 
down their fury and hopefully by race day all this anti-race weather will have passed us by.  Local 
forecasts say it won't. 
 
Our raging Monday storm (3:30 AM through 9 AM) had passed by the time we headed into the Le 
Mans town center for the most gruelling inspection yet imposed on 165 race drivers.  Brendon's 
brother from our Bathurst 12 Hour race, Nelson, had arrived with father Brian (not necessarily a 
religious man, just his Dad), so Greg Murphy took an Irish interpretation of events and had Nelson, 
also blond and somewhat wire-headed, dress in Brendon's green race suit, sign autographs and 
stand in for the central plaza team photograph with the sparkling clean green race car.  The end of 
the lengthy process involves drivers stepping up onto a stage with a boisterous good looking French 
announcer accompanied by a vintage Englishman born when the first Bentleys rolled off production 
lines; his core utility is bilingualism.  They invite all drivers to conduct the interview in French, frown 
at 90% of the "decline" responses and then ask the bald octogenarian to translate the uneducated 
drivers' words into French.  Other than regular questions about the inspection process, impressions 
in the minds of first time competitors at this uniquely challenging track, feaux Alain Delon asked me 
what I thought of the French economy, a truly riveting topic for all these racing fanatics living off 
state hand-outs or their parents' largess.  Told him I'd prefer to answer the question after the race 
ends td make sure I get out of Charles de Gaulle alive.  Right after the interviews we had a snack 
lunch of delicious French bread with stuff between the bread that was positively damn yummy even 
though no one spoke English at the shop.  Murphy's toothpaste tubes, 2 of England's most advanced 
nuclear research scientists, joined us for lunch and attracted a crowd of gawkers and lots of photo 
opps as the male psyche once again gravitated towards the simple visual excess that most plastic 
surgeons can provide.  The name of one of them is Sarah Longbottom and she expects me to believe 
it's her real name.  When I objected based partly on common sense and partly on the probability this 
name might round out her chosen career, she jumped up and down in a rage and almost hurt 
herself.  Anyway, she and Ms Doyle (that I could believe) are both clad in deep Murphy green on 
logo bearing spandex dresses made for 10 year olds before puberty, so even spandex is having a hell 
of a time containing all the visuals.  During lunch Sarah became concerned about the volume of 
flakey sandwich crumbs that seemed to fall in everyone else's lap, but in her case, gravity was 
arrested higher up and she certainly attracted a crowd while she tried to flick all the sawdust off the 
beach balls.  I was afraid in her frantic hand movements she might drop the large hero sandwich and 
lose it forever. 
 
Tuesday was a rip roaring day occupied by an 11 AM driver briefing, a 5 PM autograph session in 
front of the garages along pit lane and then 45 minutes of driver changes to perfect our skill at 
something most drivers believe they've perfected until the first practice driver change and the stop 
watch seems to say there's work to do.  Tuesday it only rained from 4 AM till 4 PM and started again 
around 11 PM.  Forecasts include showers virtually every day we're here. I even went to the 
supermarket and bought some Murphy green sawn off Wellies that Dunlop makes, completely 



watertight, as my RV is a kilometer away in the middle of the Bugatti race track, requiring a long 
walk through mud and long wet grass before encountering dry road surfaces and the first unhappy 
French face of the day, our security guard who thinks he's a direct descendant of Napoleon, who 
he's blissfully unaware wasn't even French. 
 
The driver briefing at 11 AM provided at least 25% of the attendees a good view of the color slides in 
this long unairconditioned room, during which the long nosed ACO President informed us that his 
presence was abnormal, but due to this being the 90th anniversary race, he would grace the stage 
and make some senseless remarks.  Perfect opportunity to try a sketch, which team manager 
Malcolm Swetnam insisted I share with the only long snouted Frenchman who could throw us out of 
the race before it's even started.  The other officials all laughed out loud at the drawing, while the 
ACO President dug deep and eventually overcame his initial urge to vomit, cracking an awkward 
smile and extending his hand in thanks.  He even asked me to sign it, which I just thought was his 
method to find out which car I was driving, so he can pay us back in kind during the race.. 
 
The 5 PM signing session was the same one Greg Murphy sent us in the schedule 2 weeks ago as 4 
PM, so we were the only drivers sitting on pit lane at 4 PM.. Trying to compete with 2 beautiful 
modern black and gold LMP2s next door and the massive silver Audis 5 garages down is a daunting 
task.  Audi spends between €40-50MM on this race alone.  I did my bit by going through an entire 
pad of sketches pages - I used to think Nascar and Grand Am faces topped the charts for odd-ball 
subject matter, but the Le Mans devotee stacks up pretty well too.  And they have more teeth.  For 
me, though, the topper was how Murphy's Men, led by Ciaran Moloney armed only with 2 dozen 
"48" T shirts, managed to create a swarm of chanting and boisterous, unruly, almost revolutionary 
French fans behaving like high school kids, all screaming to try to get Ciaran to throw them an 
invaluable €4 T shirt.  Audi's accountants and marketing staff have already retained McKinsey to 
study crowd behavior at Le Mans to see if they can't perhaps save a little money next year.  This 
fiasco was followed by a lengthy driver change practice at 7:30 PM right alongside some ominous 
trucks sent to enforce the law, stripping the two beautiful black and gold Lotus LMP2s of their 
engines, uprights, suspension systems and gear boxes, implying, only implying, their owner may 
have forgotten to send 100% of the money necessary to absolve the debts associated with an 
inexpensive race like Le Mans.  Poor mechanics and drivers, caught in the cross-fire and having 
worked their brains out to fix one of the Lotus LMP2s after the huge test shunt, all were told a pack 
of lies as the spider-like remains of the race cars stood naked and barren up on frames in well-lit 
garages housing absolutely useless cars.  Welcome to France, don't come mess with us over here.  
Most racing shenanigans are resolved overnight with the help of a process called the commercial 
banking clearing house, which handles all wire transfers promptly - like instant cash.  The delinquent 
party somehow releases the right amount of funds, the confusion is cleared up, some lies told to the 
team and they're back racing again.  One of the Lotus drivers is American born Kevin Weeda from 
Beverly Hills, living now in Switzerland for the weather I believe, and teamed up with Christophe 
Bouchut who is doing his 20th Le Mans race.  My NZ driving partner is only 23 years old in total, but 
at least he's driving for a team that remembers to pay it's bills approximately on time. 
 
With declining amounts of enthusiasm I woke on Wednesday to the drumming of rain on the RV's 
rooftop.  I now more comprehensively understand the thinking behind Chinese water torture - it can 
drive you mad.  Fortunately our first commitment was 4 till 8 PM, followed by a dark 10 PM till 
midnight run.  The rain stopped partly through the first session, just like Tracy Krohn did after 
barrelling headlong through grass and kitty litter into a barrier, destroying it as he spun the lime 
green Ferrari 458 acrobatically in the air, apparently without remembering the primary function of 
the brake pedal while still on the track.  After emerging from the crumpled car, he unceremoniously 
kicked it and stomped off behind the destroyed tire barrier.  Good things cars don't have feet.  All 
well covered by the TV cameras. 
 
I came to Le Mans to enter the Hall of Fame and by 4:15 had earned a lifetime free pass to their Hall 
of Shame.  the track has taken a weather beating for sure, but I ran through the 2nd Mulsanne 
chiccane, unable to stop on the out lap.  Not merit points for that.  By the time I got down to 
Indianapolis, an LMP1 had slipped to my inside to make a clean pass, disorienting me momentarily, 



so I spun on the tight 2nd Indianapolis corner, ending up standing still and immobilized deep in the 
pebbles.  No easy flip of the switch to get back on track after being tractored out of that mess, but 
managed to get all the way around to the final Ford chiccanes before spinning again.  Obviously Lee 
Penn thought it was a good time to bring me into the pits, clean the car out and try to clean out my 
over-ambitious head.  It worked.  Instead of the 40 minute plan with me out first, then Karun, then 
Brendon, these maniacs made me stay in the car for 2 hours (3 stints) until the track was tattooed 
into my brain.  During that time the weather went somewhere else to disturb innocent people and 
we got to run both cut laps and slick laps.  And the times came down to OK levels.  Ended up P15 
among the LMP2 class and Karun, once settled in, put us up to P9 with an outstanding lap in the 
pitch dark.  As Brendon was mounting the horse for his qualifying mandatory 3 laps, someone tried 
to mimic Krohn's armco-destroying mission one the Mulsanne chiccanes, red flagging the entire 
session, which had to be shut down 45 minutes early.  Brendon is the happy driver with maybe 3 wet 
laps under his belt and not a single dry lap yet, from testing through 6 hours of push ups today. 
 
That's what they make Thursdays for in France.  Tomorrow late afternoon and evening we get 

another 2 two-hour blasts, where Brendon will easily qualify to race, possibly even faster than 

Karun.  It's fairly late in France right now and I need to meet Elena at the Le Mans gates tomorrow, 

so it's off to bed for now. 


